How do you get to Mandø?

The main road to Mandø is named Låningsvejen. This
goes all the way from the dike at the main land to
the isle. Låningsvejen end up with connection to an
asphalt road “Annelbankevej” which connects you to
the rest of the isle. This road has been the main way
of transportation since the 1887. I case of storm the
road can be close with wood and sand bags.
The road system on the isle is limited to the “Annelbankevej” which goes to Mandø city and its two
roads bærmevejen/digevejen. The two latter roads
goes all around the isle close to the dike.

Shopping?

You can do your daily shopping on Mandø in the local
store. In the high season, the opening time of the store
is like all normal Danish stores. You can gain more information about when it is open by passing by the store.
If you wish to go out and eat, then the local dinner
places serves delicious meals.
If you need more information about Mandø, then you
can visit this web page
www.mandoeturist.dk

Discover
Mandø
- The isle in the middle of
Vadehavet

Låningsvejen is public and can be used, if you know
about the tides. The tide information is found on our
home page, or at the store on Mandø. Låningsvejen
is covered with small stones/gravel and is raised
approx. 60 cm above sea level. The road is secured
though land reclamation activities, by using of fascines on both sides.
Ebbevejen may only be used, by the tractors, which
transport tourists, mail and students back and
forward from the isle. The tractors also needs to
consider the tide, or else they will also be stuck in
the rising water. Old branches secure the Ebbevejen,
which originates from the Ribe-dike construction
back in 1914. From time to time tourist has ended up
on this road and then been caught by the fast rising
tide.

Book on www.mando-ferieudlejning.dk
or kontakt us via mail or telefon.
EK-ferie-udlejning - Kløvermarken 3 - DK-6683 Føvling

Tlf. +45 2326 2392 - www.mando-ferieudlejning.dk

Email: kk.kjaer@live.dk

Newly renovated vacation apartments
You can find our apartments at Æ Towt 7A-7D, Mandø.

The four vacation apartments are based in two separate buildings. The buildings are built in red bricks with
tile roof. Each apartment contains:
Entrance hall, large kitchen with fridge / freezer, electric stove, built-in oven, lounge with dining area, satellite TV, radio, leather sofa (can be converted into a sofa
bed), large bedroom with a double bed and many cabinets, bathroom with shower and a washing machine.
Each apartment has a little terrace with belonging garden furniture.
All apartments are handicap friendly and can house up
to four persons. They are all smoke free.
In apartment 7C and 7D house animals are allowed.
The heating comes from installed electric radiators.
More informations visit www.mando-ferieudlejning.dk

Arrival and departure

Due to the tide, weather and wind the arrival and
departure times can differ. This will in some cases give
overlapping guests between you who departures and
you who arrives.
If weather, wind and tide are as normal, the apartment
will be free/available at 15:00 a clock and the departure
is latest at 11:00 a clock. If one of the nature conditions
are at play, the departure can be extended to 15:00 a
clock.
Remember to check all conditions before heading over
“Vadehavet” (Wadden Sea). You can check these conditions on www.dmi.dk under vandstand (water level).
You can find more information regarding the water level
on the web page www.ribebrandvaesen.dk, or call the
hot-line, at +45 75422924 which will tell you the current
water level at the Kammersluse which is Danish normal
level.

The nature

The nature of Mandø’s is vulnerable, and therefore you
have to take into account where you are driving so you
do not disturb the animal life more than necessary.
Respect the animal and their life and watch them at a
distance rather than disturbing them. Read the signs
place around Mandø, which informs you about the
nature.
In early spring, you will be able to see thousands of geese, which lands on Mandø to feed before continuing
further north. In fall, the geese returns, to feed before
continuing south. This is an impressive sight of nature,
which you should not miss.
South of Mandø, you will find Koresand, which is a
large sandbank in the middle of the Vadehavet. Koresand is twenty square kilometers large. The sandbank
is flooded when a storm occurs. This prevent plant life
and permanent dunes are rising. Koresand is an isle
when the tide is high, but at low tide, it’s connected
with Mandø.
In the high season, you can participate in trips to
Koresand, where you can get really close to a large seal
colony. Koresand is also a great sand beach, where you
can bath and be lucky to find ambers.
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